LOOKING FOR A CAREER

But don’t know where to start?

Choosing a career can be tough. Then, finding a training or education to prepare for that career can be a tremendous task. Use the MoSCORES tools to help find the perfect fit.

Explore Careers
Search for career options with Missouri Connections. Assessments can help find a career that fits with your interests and strengths. The system incorporates Missouri data on in-demand occupations through Career Grades and Career Pathways.

Explore Reports
Customizable and downloadable reports are a quick and easy way to answer frequently asked questions about programs. Select the education level or school to view wage and employment outcomes for the Top Paying and Most Popular programs in Missouri, among other reports.

Explore Program Details
MoSCORES is a statewide system that allows users to explore programs at different education levels, including traditional degree programs and credentials. Browse training locations, program requirements, tuition as well as program outcomes like employment and wages.

Find these resources at jobs.mo.gov/jobseeker/training-and-education

Questions about the program?
Use the contact information in MoSCORES to communicate directly with the educational institution.

What majors pay well?
Which jobs are in-demand?